
PCS-25
“The Younger Brother”
PCS-15 Parts Cleaning Station 

The PCS-15 shares the same build 
quality and features in a smaller, 
more economical size. This is a 
vastly superior replacement to the 
30 gallon “sink on a drum” found in 
so many shops.PCS-25 Parts Cleaning Station

Optional equipment shown: 
Air Gun, Agitation Tank, 
Pre-Clean  Shelf.
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Premium Quality Recycling Parts Washer
Clean parts and weapons faster and easier–even as you save money and reduce waste.
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Regulated Shop Operated Air Gun Tool (optional):
This regulated tool is a convenient method to remove solvent 
from difficult to access areas.  Using the shop air or the 
optional onboard compressor, this air gun attaches through a 
built-in regulator connected to a flexible hose and ergonomic 
hand held air gun. 

Pre-Clean Shelf  (optional):
A high strength stainless steel work surface acts as an 
extension of the part washer for resting heavy parts and for 
cleaning parts prior to cleaning them with solvent. Proper pre-
cleaning of parts has a direct beneficial impact on the service 
life of the solvent.

Halogen Light :
250-watt halogen light provides a well lit 
work space. 

Agitator Pump and Soak Tank 
(optional):
The Underwriters Laboratory (UL)- 
approved submersible pump agitates the 
solvent in the stainless steel soak tank to 
clean small parts. 

Clarus Technologies’ PCS-25: 
Premium Quality, Reduce Solvent Cost, 
Eliminate Solvent Disposal, Lower Operating 
Cost, Environmentally Friendly 
The best commercial part washer isn’t necessarily 
the costliest to operate and maintain. Only Clarus 
Technologies Parts Washer (PCS-25) offer ultimate 
quality, create minimal waste and save the most in 
daily operating costs. 

Eliminate Waste! Solvent never goes bad, it 
only gets dirty. The PCS-25’s intelligent design 
eliminates solvent waste. It is built as a closed system 
so the PCS-25 cleans the solvent while you work. 
Furthermore, the one-of-a-kind cone-shaped tank and 
patent pending “Tortuous Path” baffle system settles 
the large particulates before going to a 0.5 micron 
filtration system to ensure a consistent and constant 
clean solvent. Never change or waste solvent again! 

No Service Contracts!  Most parts washers 
require waste disposal contracts and unnecessary 
service contracts with hidden fees. However, Clarus 
Technologies PCS-25 eliminates those pesky 
surprises. The PCS-25 is so easy to use that anyone 
can maintain it in a few minutes. Furthermore, 
Clarus Technologies, LLC provides easy to learn 
instructional videos on-line or on your mobile 
phone with QR codes. 

Save Money! The PCS-25 is built to last decades 
with its robust stainless steel parts and intelligent 
design. Save thousands by eliminating solvent waste, 
waste disposal contracts, maintenance contracts and 
associated labor costs.  The long-term benefits will 
outlast all competing parts washers.

Go ahead and compare, you’ll find Clarus Technologies 
PCS-25 lets you clean parts faster and easier– even as 
you reduce waste and save money.

  0.5 Micron Filters 
with Zero Overflow 
Design:
Long life, high quality 0.5 

micron filters fit into easy-
open canister to keep your 

solvent clean.  Replace the solvent 
filters within the tank to keep 

any mess inside. Simply 
open the filter covers by 
hand and insert new filters. 

Patented Baffle System:
The patented “Tortuous Path” baffle system 
uses gravity and a slow moving fluid path to let 
contaminants and sludge settle out of the solvent. 
This system allows the pump to pull the cleanest 
solvent from the top of the tank and filter it to 
deliver consistently clean solvent. Stainless steel tank 
assemblies are also available for use with aqueous 
based cleaners (optional). 

Diaphragm Pump:
The do-it-yourself pump 

system allows for the 
removal of sludge 
without spilling a single 
drop. This pump can 
also be used to pump 

the solvent out of the 
PCS-25.

WCS-25 - Weapons Cleaning Station 
(optional):
Two soldiers can 
work side-by-side 
to clean and strip 
their weapons.  
This configuration 
includes a stainless 
soaking tray for 
weapon barrels and two ergonomically 
shaped solvent brushes. 

PCS-25 Parts Cleaning Station:
Optional equipment shown: Air Gun, 
Agitation Tank, and Pre-Clean Shelf.


